DAD IS HERE TODAY TO SEE WHAT WE DO

Tours Around University Start at 8, Auto Trips
JESUS GREETS ALL
Basketball, Classes, and Masque Engage Dad's Interest

Early information, plan toward

Iowa is now Iowa's first Dad's Day. While early arrivals were comparatively few in number, if the fathers who have signed up to visit their sons and daughters at the Iowa campus next week to meet this present problem, today should see many old

dads here in full force. Yesterday afternoon witnessed the first appearance of Dad's Day and there was no report of then attending class, they were seen about the campus on a pleasant sightseeing.

The program proper for Dad's Day will be held at 2:30 in the Alumni Memorial Assembly Hall in the University's Memorial Gymnasium.

Following the banquet that is scheduled for 5:30 in the Englert theater, Father's Day will be celebrated.

Meanwhile, Iowans everywhere, as well as out-of-state visitors of all ages and relations, will be celebrating the occasion.

The Iowa Alumni Association is working on all details regarding the dances and other activities planned for Dad's Day.

Dad's Daze, Dairing, dean of the

Iowa Alumni Association, said that the requests to attend the dances and other activities were far in excess of the usual number of requests.

"There is a great deal of interest in the dances," Dr. Dairing said. "But there is also a great deal of interest in the other activities, such as the basketball games and the concerts."

The dances will be held at 8 p.m. in the Englert theater and at 7 p.m. in the Memorial Gymnasium. The basketball games will be held at 1 and 3 p.m. in the Memorial Gymnasium.

The basketball games will feature the 1923 Iowa team, which was the state champion, and the 1924 Iowa team, which was the state runner-up.

The dances will feature music by the Iowa Alumni Band and the Iowa Alumni Orchestra.

Dr. Dairing said that the Iowa Alumni Association had made arrangements for a number of other activities, such as a picnic, a baseball game, and a parade.

"We are trying to make this a week of fun for all," Dr. Dairing said. "We want the dads to have a good time, and we want them to see the best of Iowa."
Advertising Section

Surplus Army Store Co.

LOCUM, Prop.

Corner Burlington and Dubuque Sts.

\[\text{\textbf{ANNOUNCING AN ADDITIONAL DEPARTMENT!}}\]
\[\text{\textbf{We Now Carry High Grade Men's and Young Men's Clothing and Furnishings}}\]

Because of the constant demands from our trade for a complete outfitting from head to foot, we have added a fine assortment of Men's and Young Men's Clothing.

\[\text{\textbf{Men's New Spring Suits at $25, $30 and $35}}\]

\[\text{(None Higher)}\]

\[\text{\textbf{Every man or young man who will need a new suit this spring should by all means look over our suits before buying. In keeping with our policy of small profits and quick sales, we have marked all at these splendid Spring suits at rock-bottom prices.}}\]

\[\text{\textbf{HIRSH-WICKENDUS PANTS AND VESTS}}\]

Very extraordinary values, $11.50. Match up that coat. You can do it if you call us soon.

\[\text{\textbf{New Gabardine Top Coats at $24.50}}\]

The season's best offerings in all the popular materials and colorings. To see them is to want them.

\[\text{\textbf{Rain Coats $7.50 to $22.50}}\]

Most any day now you will want a good durable and good looking rain coat. We can fit you at a price you will be pleased to pay.

\[\text{\textbf{WE HAVE THE LATEST IN NEW BROUGUE OXFORDS}}\]

in the popular plain and fancy toes. A rich chocolate shade. All the well dressed young fellows are wearing them.

Come in any day soon. Look over the new arrivals. We welcome every comparison of prices and values.
The first step in the construction work, designed to increase the seating capacity of Iowa Field, will be completed at about the same time in a step toward the modernization of the stadium which has long been talked about.

Dr. Reischl is a scholar of world reputation concerning which he has written numerous books and recent tracts. He is the discoverer of many ancient documents which are now being studied.

The last godfather of Kappa Sig, Kay, and Pott. The last godfather of the Alpha Delta chapter house at the University of Wisconsin, and the president of the Kappa Sigma fraternity at the University of Denver, announced the completion of the concrete and the building of new bleachers for the chapter house for the chapter house of Kappa Beta Phi.
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TEACHERS OF STATE WOULD MEET TODAY

(Continued From Page 3)
**ALUMNI GIVES BEST HISTORY**

Jubilee Number on Sale Today Lauded by Faculty Men

The Diamond Jubilee number of "The Alumnae," published in honor of the seventy-fifth year of the University, is on sale today in the Liberal arts hall, national science building and the president's office.

President Walter A. Long has recommended this number of "The Alumnae" to members of the faculty,

---

**WRESTLERS TO ENTAIN TODAY**

Jacobson Will Take on Nebraska's 145-pound Man Tomorrow

With a victory over Purdue as a base, and after a week of hard work under Coach Weller, the Northwestern University wrestling team leaves today for Lincoln, where they expect to go head to head with the Nebraska wrestlers. The men came out of the meet with the strong Purdue loss without any injuries. There are only two days to farm in Lincoln.

Professor Weller remarked, "I have been closely in touch with the preparation of the Diamond Jubilee number of "The Alumnae." For all our seventy-five years we have two new publications; I hope that we shall be able to fill these volumes with enough material to satisfy the demand for them.

---

**MODESTY SEEMS TO BE CAUSING US A BIT OF TROUBLE IN PRIVY BEAUTY HOUSE**

In modesty bowing, numerous beinings race to the bucket. Efforts are being made to establish a modesty bucket, to be situated alongside the new bucket, so that all students can use it.

All activities except FI Beta PI have promised three beinings for entrance to the contest. Statistics are a matter of non-severely modest students, will enter.

---

**SAFETY SERVICE**

Credit

There are times when credit is more valuable than money itself. A man's cash assets may total only a few thousand dollars. His credit may enable him to purchase goods worth many times that amount.

One of the banking principles which you can learn by maintaining and increasing your credit is concerned with the value of credit.

---

**VENUS PENCILS**

For the student and prof. 
The superb new pencil. 
Fancy Woodcased. 
Special Covering.

---

**Venus Pencils**

Dr. O. A. BARKER

Osteopathic Physician

312 Johnson County Bank Building, Iowa City, Iowa

Phone: Office 204
Residence 2480

---

**VENUS PENCILS**

Full page of pictures of our new pencils. 
For the student and prof. 
The superb new pencil. 
Fancy Woodcased. 
Special Covering.

---

**SAFETY SERVICE**

---

**FINISH STANDING**

Chi Omega 251
Alpha Chi Omega 184
Delta Delta Delta 390
Delta Zeta 389
Achilles 320
Jota Xi Episcop 187
Pi Beta Phi 311
Alpha Xi Delta 361
Kappa Delta 207
Delta Delta Phi 310
Gamma Phi Beta 207
Delta Gamma 207

Total Sales 1200

The Chi Omega society, captained by J. P. Wolfe of Ames, has been the leader in the Hawkette sales contest with a total of 275 subscriptions, held the lead throughout the entire contest.

The Alpha Chi Omega, led by Gladys Jones of All Saints Church, was a close second with 268 books sold.

Third place was won by the Delta Delta Delta captained by R. S. Smith of the Iowa City High School.

The Chi Omega society, captained by J. P. Wolfe of Ames, has been the leader in the Hawkette sales contest with a total of 275 subscriptions, held the lead throughout the entire contest.

The Alpha Chi Omega, led by Gladys Jones of All Saints Church, was a close second with 268 books sold.

Third place was won by the Delta Delta Delta captained by R. S. Smith of the Iowa City High School.

---

**Frocks in Many Guises**

Here for You to See and Try On

Varying as to details but with a single thought—to fashion frocks distinctively smart has been the creed of designers this spring.

Rustless taffetas, elopay kaftans or pherihares, upsailed caftans and plain crepe frocks are hit in frocks to please discriminating ladies and to decorate the garments of this season's new ones.

New shoulder, heads, vosses, dangling ornament.

"There are a number of new frocks that are being worn this season, and many of the ideas are a mixture of other trimmings which have been employed in past years in new and different forms, and all as becoming."

---

**DENNECK'S CEDAR RAPIDS**

Denneck's Buying Advantages Bring Wonderfully Fine New Suits at $350

The new with postpones that deboan air is in turn startlingly intriguing.

Embraced in the collection are models embroidered, beaded or embroidered trimmed. Models with new colorways, buttonholes, mash-up lapels and odd tabs. Spring has also whisked a port little flaire into any of the flaire of these new ones.

Diversity is a characteristic of Denneck displays which invites a most pleasant selection.

Come and see these new frocks and suits and we will be pleased to show them to you.

---

**NEW SPORTS CLOTHES OF CHINCILLA AND PLO COATH AT $25 AND UPWARDS**

---

**DANCE IN FROCKS TO BE HOSTED BY PRIVY BEAUTY HOUSE**

In modesty bowing, numerous beinings race to the bucket. Efforts are being made to establish a modesty bucket, to be situated alongside the new bucket, so that all students can use it.

All activities except FI Beta PI have promised three beinings for entrance to the contest. Statistics are a matter of non-severely modest students, will enter.
**KAPPAS AND SIG EPS WINS**

Cedar Rapids Win High School Class in Meet

Cedar Rapids high school pulled away with the greatest share of awards in the annual indoor track meet on Wednesday after their men captured a total of 14 separate events.

Of the ten events held with 16, Grinnell was third and the University of Iowa was fourth.

In the Interfraternity relay, Sig Phi Xi won with the largest share of sweeps for first place, and another fast sprinting team of Grinnell and large silver living pew which will be named another year on their merchandise. Phi Kappa Psi was second, while Sigma Nu third.

**Kappes Win K Q**

The men representing Kappa Epsilon were, Peterson, Wilson, Bower, were the runners away, with the Tri-Delta second and Phi Psi third. Several other events for University competitors were held.

Joe Iowa Dead Locks

Cedar Rapids captured seven events from the eleven events staged in the meet, and also one second place. The Cedar Rapids team was produced for the victory, having won and placed second about two weeks ago at Ames. Ames put up some strong efforts against the popular team, but could not overcome their athletic prowess.

Of the fourteen high schools which entered the meet, they failed to score any points, and the others, excluding the three places winner, cannot be said to have done better.

Cedar Rapids, with a lead of six points, won the Medley, first, Douglas (Ames) second, Bower (Cedar Rapids) third. Distance running, Welch (Ames) first, Irwin (Cedar Rapids) second, Rivers (Grinnell) third, or any other time or place it were possible to wear for hunting, the men's form, as members of the ten appear at drill in the uniform.

It is quite generally agreed that the old regulation that pants be kept buttoned is now obsolete. Relong pants with the floor ripping is the February winds run can be seen anytime and anywhere about the street. The kicks which were only other years have finally been replaced by caps which add to the appearance of the wearer if not to the property. This is hidden does. The pretentious tendency is to wear the cap with the ring parallel to the ground.

The tradition seems to be established that the uniform is to be worn all day by those who have jobs while those who do not inside work keeps up a habit to be worn for interesting, skating and running and no of them appear at drill at the uniformed.

An entire university may be seen one individual at the military ball; at any other time or place it is not.

**R. O. T. C. STUDENTS PAY**

A mere collection of uniforms is not necessary to be complete uniforms in the company of four or more men. The high, stiff collar of the uniform is supposed to be replaced by the jacket of the men or theסבג וו unable to check the major portion of the Senate legislation in the future, in the opinion of Prof. Porter. Moreover the work of the old guard in the Senate, and the administration generally are largely responsible for the appointment of Senator R. Keynes to the Federal six judgeship. Senator Keynes was one of the farm bloc's party; perhaps he was most outstanding in this regard.

His leaving the Senate to take up the duties of his new position handling the progressive and bring about the near that the new Kenton Porter. Professor Porter does not think that the farm bloc will be able to accomplish much if it retains the same character that it started out with. He points out the disaster that the farm-labor party had when it had the Senate. A similar combination would be strong enough to control the major portion of the Senate legislation in the future, in the opinion of Prof. Porter.
The Barnstormers

A white of a comedy drama made for laughing purposes only. If you enjoy a good laugh by all means see it.

-Aldo-

Pathe News Fables

"Smud" Pollard Comedy

ADMISSION ONLY 15-30c

Continuous on Saturday and Sunday.
New York Resident Sale

This Great Money-Saving Carnival Will Close Saturday Evening, Feb. 26
Other Great Values -- Hundreds Not Advertised

This Last Day of the Sale Will Reveal Great Values in "Sale Ends" of Women's Garments

Women's Winter Coats
Will be Assembled On This, The Last Day, at:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Regular Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Trimmed</td>
<td>$19.45</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is this message of extreme economy that disregards all consideration of the original prices of these Coats. There will be a fairly good range of Styles and Sizes to choose from. Rouget of course, not all sizes will be available at either of the special prices advertised. No matter where you live—no matter how far away from Cedar Rapids—this important offer and others of equal interest for the last day of the New York Resident Buyers' Sale will justify your unhindered consideration and prompt the wisdom of early shopping.

Women's and Misses' Spring Dresses

An assortment of styles, most of which will be Spring arrivals. A range of various materials. Collectively, there will be all sizes.

Women's and Misses' Spring Dresses $17.00 Clean Up

Odd Lot of Children's Coats

Miscellaneous group of Children's Coats remaining in sizes 2, 3, 4, and 5, shown in Chinehilla and other materials will be reduced on this, the last day of the sale, according to whatever remain—make a note of this and get here early if you want one at

Odd Blouses $1.00
Odd Skirts $1.00
Petticoats $1.00

On this last day of the sale, we will offer Art-A-Maid and other lines of heavy domestic grade in straight-line patterns at the above prices per pair. Be sure to bring your own measurements with you.

—Killian's, Third Floor.

Cedar Chest

A 40-inch full skirt length genuine Cedar Chest, made of 1-inch stock throughout, complete with lock and key, is offered at the following special prices:

Plain Style $12.95
Copper Trimmed $14.45

Killian's, Fourth Floor.

Sport Hats

A very captivating dressing of new Spring Sports, of fashionable fabric, complete with lock and key, is offered at the following special prices:

Plain Style $12.95

Killian's, Fourth Floor.

Knit Underwear

Women's "Kayser" mill Union Mills of excellent quality with original designs in silky and housekeeping regulation, knitted in very fine yarn, with a plain style, will be advertised at

Killian's, Second Floor.

Odd Lot of Boys' Suits

$9.95

These will consist of Boys' clothing, anything from much higher priced groups. The majority will have two pockets, without any button or separable part. If the boy finds his size, why not buy him two or more suits and save. Killian's, Second Floor.

Sub Floor

A finely woven, bleached crack Topping, 10 inches wide, in the finest linen cloth, is offered at

Killian's, Fourth Floor.

Women's Suits

Good looking garments of wool serge, trichinized and other materials, with patch front and trimmed with button and in most sizes.

Killian's, Sub Floor.

Hand Made Gowns and Chemises

These beautiful garments of fine rawsilk and muslin, finished with lace, trim, and embellishment, are made in various sizes, hand embroidered by Killian's own girls, and also in good and bad quality, and most attractive, at

Killian's, Second Floor.

Soap Specials

Before 12 o'clock on this, the last day of the sale, we will offer 3 boxes of "Bendix's" Fatal Soap for the

SPECIAL NO. 2 "Bendix's" Model 4 Complete with Soap, 3 boxes for the

Killian's, First Floor.

Silk Gloves

By buying here early enough you will be able to obtain a very good quality, this time in gray, gray black and brown, cuffs, back hand, very fine, all sizes, at

Killian's, First Floor.

Vases

One of the very big attractions on the Sub Floor on this, the last day of the sale, will be their Cut Glass Vases in various sizes and patterns, with various finishes, all shapes, and all sizes, at

 Killian's, Sub Floor.

Girls' Bath Robes $3.95

This lot of amid and misses' "Bess" and "Bessette" bath robes, of all possible sizes, will look in only a very short time at the above price. They are a really attractive floral design taken from our regular stock of bath robes, and printed with our usual indifference.

—Killian's, Second Floor.

Turkish Towels

6 for 50c

These good quality bleached Turkish Towels are in the proper weight and size for large use.

—Killian's, Second Floor.

THE KILLIAN CO.

CEDAR RAPIDS